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Exploring political blogs as a
form of alternative media




“Reading a blog is like listening to
the opinions of a drunk at a bar,




Examines proximate topics that involve prominent
individuals and have broad effects 
(MacDougall & Reid, 1987)
Cultural institution constantly in flux (Williams,
1977)Considering both...
News beats, organizational routines
Manufactured representation of an elite ideology 






Following trend of alternative media histories
Opinionated, stylized reporting 
(Hartsock, 2000)
Emerged in 60s as response to 
mainstream failures in Vietnam 
Possible precursor to modern 






Blogs as New Journalism
Emergent during Iraq War and President George Bush
(Herring et al., 2005)
Gained stature in response to entertainment and
sensationalism of mainstream news 
(Williams & Delli Carpini, 2000)







1999: about 50 blogs 
(Johnson et. al., 2007)
2004: Readership and authorship of political current
events blogs exceeds political print magazines and
columns
(Mayfield, 2004)
2007: 8 out of 10 Americans knew what a blog was and






Vast influence in politics
(Bahnisch, 2006; Trammell, 2006)
Rise of Howard Dean
(Stomer-Galley & baker, 2006)
Resignation of CNN Eason Jordan
(Seeyle, 2005)
Resignation of Senator Trent Lott 
as Majority Leader
(Bowman & Willis, 2003)









More dynamic than static website
Frequently updated postings in reverse order
Easy to construct and flexible
(Herring et. al. 2005)
Depend upon hyperlinks
Brings attention to blog & provides 
information to reader
Possibility of self-referential echo chamber 










Produced by noncommercial sources
(Atton, 2006)
Attempt to transform existing social roles/routines
Critique and challenge power structure









Platform for marginalized individuals
(Atton, 2002)
Social critique of capitalism, consumerism, patriarchy,
nature of corporations
Advocate social change through politicized social
commentary
(Armstrong, 1981; Duncombe, 1997)
Aligned with social movements






Goal to “subvert the hierarchy of access”
(Atton, 2002)
Emphasize first person participant accounts
Mutually collective and anti-hierarchical
(Atton, 2003)
Radical civic journalism
Resistance narratives focused 












Solicit feedback in egalitarian 
relationship
(Rodriguez, 2001)








Interactive and allow viewers to post comments 
(Lenhart & Fox, 2006) 
Individual citizens can potentially reach wide audience 
(Blood, 2002)
Possibility for two-way 
conversation
(Viegas, 2005)
Available for open access






A space to reflect on “deluge of data” 
(Blood, 2002)
No constraints of censure or advertising pressures
Strongly opinionated (even vitriolic)
(Johnson & Kaye, 2004)
Most rooted in 
personal disclosure






An alternative to mainstream news
(Haas, 2005)
No corporate sponsors or gatekeepers 
(Lasica, 2002)
Signal the end of journalism’s sovereign reign
(Rosen, 2005)
Long-awaited answer to journalism’s weaknesses
(Regan, 2003)








Offer a “radically different kind of news” than
mainstream
(Haas, 2005)
Draw from a array of diverse sources to create an 
activist space







Hypotheses & R. Question
H1: Political news blogs will link to alternative news
sources more than to mainstream news sources
H2: Political news blogs will link to opposite-minded
blogs more than they link to like-minded blogs.
H3: Political news blogs will link to unofficial sources
more than to official sources
R1: Are the political current event blogs sampled in this









Options of lexical choices
Networks of identity and power
Benefactors and effects of discourse










Random sampling of blogs not possible
Tailrank
Memetracker measuring “linking behavior, text of
post, links in common with other users, text
relevance, weblog ranking, past performance...”
Top 100 posts for one week









Seven day sample from:
Think Progress
(Technorati Authority ranking 6,314) 
Crooks and Liars
(Technorati Authority ranking 4,544)
Oliver Willis
(Technorati Authority ranking 708) 
The Osterley Times






























Think Progress: 11,778 (81.79 per post)
Crooks and Liars: 10,401 (92.86 per post)
Oliver Willis: 883 (28.48 per post)








blogs will link to
alternative news





blogs will link to
opposite-minded
blogs more than













structure connections between sites 
(Foot et. al., 2003)
links are non random and build purposeful 
socio-epistemic networks
(Rogers & Marres, 2002)
viewer infers association between producers
(Adamic & Adar, 2001)
links represent relationships










Found strong, yet critical, relationship with
mainstream news
Association with mainstream grew as blogs became
“hotter”
Alternative news links (1.1%) might have different,
regenerative and multiplying effect in social
communication
Mainstream and political blogs have mutually












Text constructed as a dualistic battle with 
like-minded majority








Text constructs distance between opposition
through ridicule
Oliver Willis
“Someone forgot their Centrum Silver again...John
McCain bitching about someone else supposedly
getting preferential media coverage is sort of like
attacking Jeffrey Dahmer for cruelty to animals and






Text constructs absolutist, binary approach
Crooks and Liars
Quickly repudiate without context and 
change focus
Consider if linked with independent reporting
on impact of affirmative action
Think Progress
“There is no doubt that Doan has first hand








Text overstates claims to ‘truth’ and undermining





Only one clear solicitation for input
Only Crooks and Liars had ‘open threads’
No direct responses/communication at The Osterley
Times or Think Progress
Both have impersonal titles










Rare blogger response in commentary 
Questions apparently rhetorical
Crooks and Liars: “He is kidding, isn’t he?







Oliver Willis: “What, no Rush?” in response to
reading list of church shooter
Think Progress: “Does McCain speak for McCain
on affirmative action?”
























Scorn, cynicism, mockery, general obnoxiousness
The Osterley Times:
kel: “McCain is a fool”
Crooks and Liars
Leftside Annie: “I hope Jesus comes and raptures
his evil old ass STAT”
Oliver Willis:









One or two commentators as focus of derision
Think Progress
shoeless: “How long until Daryll chimes in to express
his admiration for the Moonie Times”






Ability to post is radical departure from mainstream
Like-minded comments may facilitate community
But what kind of community?
Self assured, one dimensional and oppositional









“Pravda at Black Rock...CBS scrubs yet another one
of McCain’s senior citizen gaffes from their
coverage. Uncle Joe would be proud.”
The Osterley Times








May unite community with shared referential









“People living within the most powerful country in
the world can have no idea of what it feels like for
those of us who live outside it...we have watched,
dumbfounded as (Bush) has been allowed to act as
if the law is what he says it is. Our faith in America
is shattered. And that is why we so wholeheartedly
embrace Obama.”
Intertextual mix of populist lexical choices







1.1 percent of links to petition
No instances of meaningful calls to action
Think Progress
“Watch it”







Similar pattern of representation
Initial, oppositional opening
“It’s a sad day for McCain when even Joe Klein
thinks he has gone too far...”
Excerpted text from mainstream outlet
Joe Klein from Time Magazine
Challenge to mainstream media coverage from
opinion OR from mainstream source
“I expect McCain’s campaign to get more scurrilous








Typical day had 65% replication between blogs






Alternative qualities of blogs found:
Personalized reporting
Non commercial source







No meaningful invitations for communication
No traditions and values outside of mainstream
practices
Similar hierarchy of access
Pack journalism
No resistance narratives









Blogs arguing on behalf of one entrenched power over
the other
Bloggers’ critiques and solutions depended upon
existence of established power structures
Blogs perhaps as an overlapping sphere between
mainstream and alternative, but extending and drawing
upon mainstream practices
Re-mediation of mainstream news may actually serve to






Subversion of mainstream skills and techniques
(Atton, 2002; Downing 2001) not found
These blogs make no attempt to create alternative
identities outside of entrenched, mainstream, elite
systems of power
Blogs critique mainstream media within mainstream
ideology with mainstream practices and sources
End result is somewhat akin to mainstream






Findings can only be applied to case study at hand
All blogs are not made equal
Interviews with bloggers may help to understand
blogger motivations and individual perceptions of
blogging as ‘mainstream’ or ‘alternative’
•
•
•
